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“Crying Time Again”
Sermonic Text: “Matthew 25: 34, 45-46” - (Read all Matt. 25: 32-46)
 God sees far beyond that which we can see or imagine...however John
was given the vision of what we have awaiting us...Revelations 21:
1-21 - Read
 This scripture informs what God has waiting for us; but we must go
through the gate keeper...a time of judgment!
The Judgment:
 All nations shall come before the Son of Man and stand before His
judgment throne and be subject to the sheep and goat judgment!
 Man will not judge...in Syria sheep are white and goats are
black...easy to identify; but man can be fooled because in many
instances neither the sheep nor the goat are a pure breed!
o Quote:
There is so much good in the worst of us,
And so much bad in the best of us,
That it hardly behooves any of us,
To talk about the rest of us, or attempt to judge any one of us.
 The wicked will not be allowed to enter Christ’s Kingdom; but will
go into eternal punishment...the righteous will inherit eternal life!
 The judgment will be based upon outward works of love and kindness
to those belonging to Christ and who are suffering. The presence of
love and compassion is an inherent part of true faith and salvation!
 The sheep will be gathered on the right hand of approval and honor;
the goats to the left hand of condemnation.
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 The giant screen judgment: From the sea of faces each man and
woman is singled out in turn and asked not about their creed ,
worship, standing in the community, their degree, job, or political
office; but what have you done for the poor family, or visited the jail.
Helped the hungry the thirsty, homeless, naked, physically afflicted
and the prisoner are the criteria to pass the test.
 We must lay hands on systems of iniquity, so that they no longer
maim our fellow saints.
 The warning in the message is to notice well the list and be obedient
to God’s quickening within us... (I John 4:7-17 –Read)
 Are the above factors the only considered during the
judgment...NO!!!
o Prayer - Is an inescapable factor, for only by prayer can that
grace of love in us be truly fed.
o Integrity of conduct – It is indispensible, for “charity” from an
impure heart is no more than a mockery.
o What man believes - It matters everything; for love springs
from faith...faith that man is worth loving and the faith that God
loves and bids us all to love.
 Wickedness can destroy man’s body and bring his soul to judgment;
but it cannot destroy the divine purpose. The life of love endures from
the foundation of the world.
 If we build in love, we can build in hope; for we then build on what
God has built on from eternity.
 The intensity of the oneness of Christ with mankind no words can tell
– (Acts 22: 7-8) -Read ... Parent and child are so closely bound
that the misfortune of one becomes the equal misfortune of the
other; but the bond between Christ and men is closer than any
human tie...it is based on the “eternal Spirit”.
Summary:
 The bond between Christ and men is not mere nearness; but loves
identity!
 Christ died that some day we could discover the love that He has for
us; so that we could live with Him for eternity!
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 As we remember His resurrection; we must reflect on the joy we had
when we first believed....tears of joy, the urgency in your spirit, the
cry of release from your bondage.
 Every day is a fitting day to heed the warning that it will be “Crying
Time Again” a time of judgment when the wheat will be cut from the
shaft.
 A time when the sheep will be separated from the goats...Christ will
be at the judgment seat.
 Some will be crying tears of joy at the right being an heir to the
Kingdom of God.
 Others will be banished to the left to be punished for
everlasting...there will be such a wailing (crying) and a gnashing of
teeth.
 What of Christ on that day?...I can see Him now; His feeling of joy
and sorrow simultaneously. Tears of joy to the right and tears of
sorrow to the left.
 My prayer is that all of C-4 will be having a victory celebration...yes
“Crying Time Again” that all of our family, friends and fellow saints
will be crying tears of joy on the right because...there is no one on the
left to cry tears of despair.
“Arise My Soul Arise,
Shake Off Thy Guilty Fears,
The Bleeding Sacrifice on My Behalf Appears,
Before The Throne My Surety Stands,
My Name! Is Written on His Hands.
By, Charles Wesley

“Always make your recreation a re-creation!”
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